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+18604915531 - https://www.smallstateprovisions.com/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Small State Provisions from West Hartford. Currently, there
are 17 courses and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Kristina Warnaar likes about Small State
Provisions:

Love this place! We got a blood orange pound cake slice and their focaccia breakfast sandwich. Both were
incredible but highly recommend the sandwich! It’s inside the gastropark so it’s nice to be able to get a coffee
along with breakfast. The line gets crazy here so go early. We also got the cinnamon bun — it was good but it
looks like they prepackaged them and ours looked like it was smooshed and tossed inside. ? s... read more.

What H P doesn't like about Small State Provisions:
Terrible decision. We ordered items that were clearly on display. Waited 20 minutes and then watched as others

received there items after we were then to be told sorry we ran out. We were charged too. They did offer a refund
but that is unacceptable. read more. With the comprehensive variety of coffee and tea specialties, a visit to Small
State Provisions becomes even more attractive, for breakfast they serve a tasty breakfast here. Even if you're

only a bit hungry, you can still treat yourself to one of the delicious sandwiches, a healthy salad or another snack.
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Appet�er�
FOCACCIA

Süße�
MUFFINS

Sandwiche�
EGG SANDWICH

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Su�
PHILLY

Drink�
DRINKS

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHEDDAR

MEAT

EGG

ARUGULA
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